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Abstract. Digital holographic microscopy �DHM� enables a quantita-
tive multifocus phase contrast imaging that has been found suitable
for technical inspection and quantitative live cell imaging. The com-
bination of DHM with fast and robust autofocus algorithms enables
subsequent automated focus realignment by numerical propagation of
the digital holographically reconstructed object wave. In combination
with a calibrated optical imaging system, the obtained propagation
data quantify axial displacements of the investigated sample. The
evaluation of quantitative DHM phase contrast images also enables
an effective determination of lateral cell displacements. Thus, 3-D
displacement data are provided. Results from investigations on sedi-
menting red blood cells and HT-1080 fibrosarcoma cells in a collagen
tissue model demonstrate that DHM enables marker-free automated
quantitative dynamic 3-D cell tracking without mechanical focus
adjustment. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction
n combination with microscopy, digital holography provides
arker-free, quantitative phase contrast imaging for technical

nspection and quantitative live cell analysis1–6 that is also
uitable for modular add-on integration into commercial
icroscopes.7 In this way, digital holographic microscopy

DHM� facilitates a combination with established techniques
uch as laser scanning microscopy, fluorescence imaging, and
ptical laser micromanipulation.7 The reconstruction of digi-

ddress all correspondence to: Patrik Langehanenberg, Center for Biomedical
ptics and Photonics, University Medical Center of Muenster, Robert-Koch-Str.
5, 48149 Muenster, Germany. Tel: +49 251 8356888; Fax: +49 251 8358536;
-mail: langehanenberg@uni-muenster.de.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
tally captured holograms is performed numerically. Compared
to other phase contrast methods,8,9 interferometry-based
techniques,10–14 and optical coherence tomography �OCT� or
optical coherence microscopy15–20 �OCM�, DHM provides
quantitative phase contrast with subsequent numerical focus
correction �multifocus imaging� from a single recorded holo-
gram. This feature is of particular advantage for measure-
ments of cellular specimens with high-magnification optics
for the detection of fast processes as well as for long-term
measurements, where focus tracking is required due to me-
chanical instability or thermal effects.21,22 The evaluation of

1083-3668/2009/14�1�/014018/7/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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he quantitative digital holographic phase contrast images pro-
ides data for thickness monitoring,7 the analysis of the cel-
ular refractive index,23–26 and the observation of cell swelling
nd shrinking kinetics due to osmotic stimulation.2,25 In com-
ination with a �subsequent� numerical automated focus
djustment,27 applications for microscopic long-term time-
apse investigations are opened up by avoiding mechanical
ocus tracking.21,22 Furthermore, prospects for monitoring of
ast dynamic processes such as shape variations of cells in
uspension, e.g., due to interaction with artificial surfaces, are
nabled.28

In this paper, data obtained by digital holography are uti-
ized for the measurement of the 3-D dynamics of phase ob-
ects. With the known properties of the microscope imaging
ystem, the subsequent quantification of axial sample move-
ents is determined without mechanical focus adjustment

rom the numerically obtained digital holographic autofocus
ropagation distance21 following the “depth from focus”
rinciple.29,30 The required relation between propagation dis-
ance and axial displacements can be obtained either by de-
ermination of the imaging geometry or by calibration rou-
ines. The evaluation of quantitative DHM phase contrast
mages provides �in combination with a calibrated image
cale� an efficient detection of lateral cell displacements by
ime-dependent determination of sample coordinates with

aximum phase contrast. Thus, by combination of the later-
lly and axially obtained data, monitoring of 3-D displace-
ents of phase objects without mechanical focus adjustment

s available. Investigations of sedimenting red blood cells and
T-1080 fibrosarcoma cells in a collagen tissue model are

arried out to demonstrate that DHM enables quantitative au-
omated dynamic 3-D tracking of spherically and arbitrarily
haped cells without mechanical focus control.

Setup for Digital Holographic Microscopy
igure 1 shows the schematic of the interferometer unit of an

nverse digital holographic phase contrast microscopy setup
iMIC system, TILL photonics, Graefelfing, Germany, modi-
ed for DHM� for the investigation of phase objects such as

iving cells. The coherent light of a laser �frequency-doubled
d:YAG laser, �=532 nm� is divided into object wave �O�

nd reference wave �R�. The magnification of O is performed
y a microscope lens �MO� and a tube lens �TL�. For the
xperiments that are described in Sec. 5.1 a Zeiss LD Plan-
eofluar 63� /0.75 Korr microscope lens �Carl Zeiss, Jena,
ermany� is applied. The investigation on the HT-1080 cell in

ollagen �Sec. 5.2� is carried out by using a Zeiss A-Plan
0� /0.65 �Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany� objective. The super-
osition of O with the slightly tilted reference wave �R� gen-
rates digital off-axis holograms,31 which are recorded by a
igital image sensor �CCD, 1280�960 pixels, Imaging
ource DMK 41BF02, Bremen, Germany� and transferred via
n IEEE 1394 interface to an image-processing system for the
umerical reconstruction.

Reconstruction of Digitally Captured
Holograms

he numerical reconstruction of the digital off-axis holograms
s performed by nondiffractive spatial-phase-shifting-based
econstruction.2,23 In a first step, the complex object wave
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
O�x ,y ,b0� is calculated within the hologram plane b0. In the
case of unfocused imaging, in the second step O�x ,y ,b0� is
numerically propagated by a convolution-based algorithm31

from the hologram plane z=b0 to the image plane z=b �see
Fig. 1�:

O�x,y,b� = F−1�F�O�x,y,b0��exp�i���b − b0���2 + �2��� .

�1�

In Eq. �1�, � is the laser wavelength, and F represents a Fou-
rier transform. The lateral coordinates are denoted by x and y,
while � and � represent the coordinates in the spectral do-
main. Equation �1� provides a constant image scale during
propagation. This feature is of particular advantage for robust
and reliable digital holographic autofocusing �see Sec. 4 and
Ref. 22�. From O�x ,y ,b�, in addition to the absolute ampli-
tude �O�x ,y ,b�� that represents the bright-field image of the
sample under coherent illumination, the phase information
���x ,y ,b� of the sample is simultaneously reconstructed. Af-
ter phase unwrapping the obtained data is utilized for quanti-
tative phase contrast microscopy.

4 Tracking of 3-D Sample Movements
The determination of the focal image plane b is performed by
an autofocus algorithm that quantifies the image sharpness
S�b� for each plane b within the image space by summing up
the logarithmically weighted and bandpass-filtered power
spectra of a reconstructed amplitude distribution21,22

�O�x ,y ,b��:

C

BS

MO

g0

g

b0b

O

OB

RR

�b

TL

C
C

D
C

C
D

�g

Fig. 1 Inverse microscope setup for digital off-axis holography in
transmission light arrangement: O, object wave; R, slightly tilted ref-
erence wave; C, condenser; OB, object; MO, microscope lens; BS,
beamsplitter; TL, tube lens; CCD, image sensor; �b, propagation dis-
tance between hologram plane b0 and image plane b; �g, distance
between object plane corresponding to hologram plane �g0� and im-
age plane �g�.
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�2
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S�b� = �
�,�

log�1 + FF��O�x,y,b�����,��� . �2�

n Eq. �2� FF��O�x ,y ,b����� ,�� denotes a bandpass-filtered
ourier transform, where the lower boundary of the applied
andpass filter is set to suppress the frequency parts in the
rigin of the spectrum that do not contain information about
he focus degree. In focus, pure phase objects such as cells
ith negligible absorption show the least contrast in the am-
litude distributions27 �autofocus criterion for phase objects�.
hus, S�b�=Smin is minimal, whereas the corresponding
uantitative phase contrast images are observed with opti-
ized lateral and phase resolution.21,22

The propagation distance �b�Smin� of a sharp image of the
ample is used to determine the relative axial object displace-
ents �g. The DHM setup in Fig. 1 can be approximated as
single-lens imaging system. Hence, the relation between the
ropagation distance �b and the corresponding focus dis-
lacement in the object space �g can be derived from the thin
ens equation32 �see Fig. 2�:

1

f
=

1

g
+

1

b
=

1

g0 + �g
+

1

b0 + �b
⇔ �g =

�b0 + �b�f

b0 + �b − f
− g0.

�3�

he denotation of the variables is explained in Fig. 2. If
nsufficient data about the microscope’s optical components
re available �as in the present case�, the relation between �b
nd �g cannot be calculated directly from Eq. �3�. Instead, a
alibration via the digital holographic autofocus approach is
pplied to obtain the relation between �g and �b. The cali-
ration procedure is performed by recording a set of stepwise
efocused digital holograms of fixed pancreas tumor cells
PaTu 8988S, typical cell thickness23 	25 �m� on a glass
arrier.22 Thus, for each utilized microscope lens the relative
bject displacement �g is varied in the z direction in steps of
�1 �m with the piezodriven microscope stage, while �b is
etermined by subsequent application of the previously de-
cribed digital holographic autofocus method. Figure 3 shows
he obtained autofocus propagation distances �b in depen-
ence of �g in comparison to fitted data corresponding to Eq.
3�. Due to the relation �b �	 �g � , �f � , ��b� the experimentally

f f
b0

g0 b

g�g �b

ig. 2 Geometric relation between axial displacements in object
pace and image space for a thin lens approximated optical imaging
ystem: f, focal length; g0 and b0, initial object and image distance; g
nd b, changed object and image distance; �g and �b, relative axial
isplacement in object and image space.
0 0

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
obtained data describe in good approximation a linear rela-
tion. The linearity coefficients between �g and �b are deter-
mined to be −0.291�0.003 cm /�m �Zeiss LD Plan-
Neofluar 63� /0.75 Korr� and −0.116�0.001 cm /�m
�Zeiss A-Plan 40� /0.65�, respectively.

The lateral cell position is determined from the automati-
cally refocused phase contrast images. In a preceding step, the
unwrapped phase distributions are low-pass-filtered �box av-
erage filter, 5�5 pixels for the described experiments�. In
this way, substructures of the object in the phase distributions
and noise, e.g., due to parasitic interferences and coherent
noise are reduced. Afterward, within a region of interest
�ROI� where the sample is located, the pixel coordinates of
the phase maximum are determined �for illustration see dotted
white boxes in Figs. 4�e�–4�h��. The time-dependent tracking
of dynamic cellular displacements from reconstructed phase
data of time-lapse sequences is performed by successive re-
centering of the ROI to the coordinates of the preceding maxi-
mal phase value. A calibrated imaging scale �U.S. Air Force
�USAF� 1951 calibration test chart� is applied to convert the
resulting displacement trajectories of the sample in x-y direc-
tion from pixel coordinates to metric units. The combination
of both, autofocus propagation distance and x-y displacement
trajectories, allows for quantitative 3-D object tracking.

5 Results
5.1 Sedimentation Monitoring of Red Blood Cells
In a first experiment, the applicability of automated digital
holographic 3-D cell tracking was investigated by observation
of the sedimentation process of a human red blood cell �RBC�
in physiological solution onto a zwitterionic polymer-coated
cover slip.28 For the preparation of the sample, blood from
healthy human donors was used �obtained from the blood
bank of the University Hospital of the Saarland University,
Homburg, Germany�. After the centrifugation of the RBCs
�2000� g, 5 min� at room temperature, the cells were
washed three times with a physiological solution containing
�mM�: NaCl 145, glucose 10, morpholinoethane sulfonic acid/
Tris-�hydroxymethyl�aminomethane �MES/Tris� 10, pH 7.4 at
room temperature. Plasma and buffy coat were aspirated. The
cells were resuspended at a hematocrit of 0.01% on cover
slips and immediately used for DHM measurements.
Cover slips were coated with the zwitterion containing
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Fig. 3 Calibration of the relation between the digital holographic au-
tofocus position �b in dependence on the object position �g; the
lines represent linear fit functions; linearity coefficients: m63x=
−0.291±0.003 cm/�m, m40x=−0.116±0.001 cm/�m.
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opolymer poly�N-vinil-2-pyrrolidone-co-N,N-dimethylmeth-
cryloyloxy�-dimethacryloyloxy-ethylpropane-sulfonate� pre-
ared in the Laboratory of Water-Soluble Polymers, Polyelec-
rolytes and Biopolymers, Faculty of Chemistry, Sofia Univer-
ity, with a 1:10 dilution in deionized water. Note that the
uspension contained discocytes as well as echinocytes �two
f three classical RBC shapes, the third—stomatocytes—was
ot observed�. Figure 4 shows results from the application of
he described method for digital holographic 3-D cell tracking
n the sedimentation process of a spherical spiky echinocyte.
uring the observation, the cell undergoes fast dynamic mo-

ions that require a permanent and robust realignment of the
ocal position. A series of 132 digital holograms ��t=0.5 s�
as recorded at fixed optical focus and evaluated for 3-D cell

racking. Figure 4�a�–4�d� exemplarily show representative
nfocused holographic phase contrast images of the RBC dur-
ng the sedimentation process for t=0, t=22 s, t=44 s, and
=66 s. Here, t=0 corresponds to about 1 min after the addi-
ion of the RBC suspension onto the cover slip. Figures
�e�–4�h� depict the quantitative phase distributions recon-
tructed from of the same hologram data after application of
he digital holographic autofocus procedure. In the sharply
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nfocused phase distributions of the RBC during the sedimentation
istributions obtained of the same digital hologram as in �a� to �d� by a
or the x-y tracking in �j�; �i� time dependence of the axial position �g
f the RBC obtained by determination of the coordinates with maxim
n �i� and �j�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
reconstructed phase distributions, the spherical spiky shape of
the investigated echinocyte becomes clearly visible. The time
dependence of the axial displacement �b obtained by digital
holographic autofocusing and the corresponding x-y trajecto-
ries of the RBC are plotted in Figs. 4�i� and 4�j�. Figure 4�k�
presents the 3-D trajectory that results from the combination
of the data in Figs. 4�i� and 4�j�. Figure 4�k� demonstrates the
correct operation of the proposed 3-D tracking method. All
phase contrast images �131 /131=100% � were correctly re-
constructed in focus without unwrapping errors. Furthermore,
the effect of sedimentation of the RBC due to gravitation is
illustrated. During the stage of free sedimentation in the inter-
val t= �0,30 s� the RBC constantly sinks due to the gravita-
tional force. From the data in Fig. 4�i�, the sedimentation
velocity is determined to 3.23�0.07 mm /h
�0.90�0.02 �m /s�, which is found within the typical range
of 3 to 8 mm /h for the sedimentation of RBCs in blood
plasma.33 Furthermore, the obtained value for the sedimenta-
tion velocity shows that the axial displacement per second
exceeds the depth of field of the applied imaging system.
Thus, automated focus readjustment is necessary. The 3-D
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rajectory in Fig. 4�k� clearly identifies the effect of the
olymer-coated surface on the sedimentation process of the
pecimen. When the cell approaches the bottom of the cover
lip �t
30 s�, the repellent coating prevents attachment. In-
tead, the cell first slightly overshoots the equilibrium of
orces between gravitation and repellence and afterward
wings into a constant z position, which is indicated by �g

const. for t
30 s �see Fig. 4�i��. In Fig. 4�j�, the levitation
f the RBC in the equilibrium state is clearly visible as it
emains in continuous lateral motion even after the sedimen-
ation is finished �t
30 s�.

.2 Analysis of Cell Migration in Collagen
he analysis of cell migration processes is an important as-
ect for the understanding of morphogenesis and cancer me-
astasis. Thus, investigations of the applicability of digital ho-
ographic autofocus tracking for 3-D cell migration

onitoring were performed. Therefore, human fibrosarcoma
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dashed box; �m� temporal dependency of the axial �g positions of

nd �o� resulting 3-D trajectories.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
tumor cells �HT-1080� within nondenatured collagen fibers as
a 3-D tissue model were observed in a Petri dish ��-Dish,
ibidi GmbH, Munich, Germany�. The preparation of the
sample was carried out by following the approach of Friedl
and Brocker.34 Different from Ref. 34, a slightly diluted col-
lagen concentration of 1.28 mg /ml was used to decrease
light-scattering effects. The temperature was stabilized to 37°
using an incubation chamber �Solent Scientific Ltd.,
Segensworth, United Kingdom�. A series of 61 holograms of
three HT-1080 cells within the field of view that were identi-
fied as separated under white light illumination was recorded
with fixed mechanical focus �40� magnification microscope
lens� for a period of 180 min ��t=3 min�. For each cell,
digital holographic 3-D tracking was performed in analogy to
the description in Sec. 5.1. Figure 5 depicts the obtained re-
sults for t=0, t=60 min, t=120 min, and t=180 min. Fig-
ures 5�a�–5�d� show bright-field images of the sample under
white light illumination. The corresponding digital holo-
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raphic phase contrast images are depicted in Figs. 5�e�–5�l�.
he tracked cells are denoted as A, B, and C. The dotted white
quares in the phase contrast images mark the applied ROIs
hat were used for holographic autofocusing and 2-D tracking.
n the white light images, cells B and C are only slightly
efocused during the experiment. Cell A is located in a dif-
erent layer and thus appears only marginally visible due to a
arge defocus.

In Figs. 5�e�–5�h� the ROI for digital holographic autofo-
using tracking was set to cell C, which appears sharply fo-
used in the reconstructed quantitative phase contrasts images
nd even subcellular structures such as the nucleoli are vis-
ble. As the axial position of cell B is close to the layer in
hich cell C is located, this cell is also displayed with com-
arable image sharpness. In contrast, cell A is far out of focus.
n Figs. 5�i�–5�l� the ROI was set to cell A. After digital
olographic autofocusing, cell A is sharply resolved in each
hase distribution and cellular motions as well as deforma-
ions and thickness changes during the process of migration
ecome clearly visible.

Figures 5�m� and 5�n� show the resulting temporal depen-
encies of the relative z positions �g as well as the corre-
ponding �lateral� x-y coordinates for all three cells A, B, and
. The 3-D trajectories resulting from the combination of the
ata in Figs. 5�m� and 5�n� are plotted in Fig. 5�o�. In Figs.
�m�–5�o� data with phase unwrapping errors were not con-
idered. For cells B and C, 74% �45 of 61 phase images� were
aultlessly determined. For cell A, a percentage of 77% �47 of
1 images� was obtained. The reason for different percentages
f phase distributions without unwrapping errors is the mutual
nfluence by unfocused structures outside the ROI. Cells B
nd C are stationary in position and shape. In contrast, cell A
s located in a layer approximately 80 �m below cells B and

and migrates within the collagen. During the observed mi-
ration process through the network of collagen fibers, the
ell performs permanent shape changes in a multistep cascade
f coordinated adhesion and contraction,35 which are clearly
bserved in Figs. 5�i�–5�l�.

Discussion and Conclusions
he results described in Sec. 5 demonstrate the applicability
f DHM for automated 3-D cell tracking of living cells. The
easurement accuracy in the z direction is restricted by the

epth of field of the applied imaging system �approx. 0.4 �m
or the 63� microscope lens and 1.4 �m for the 40� micro-
cope lens� and the robustness of the holographic autofocus
lgorithm.22 The precision of the detected lateral displace-
ents of the sample depends on the magnification of the ap-

lied optical system as well as the individual shape of the
ample and its fluctuation. Thus, for sedimenting spherical
ells in suspension, the algorithms results in a phase unwrap-
ing efficiency of 100%, whereas for cells in collagen the
erformance is decreased to a mean value of 75% due to a
igher phase noise level in the collagen-based tissue model.

In conclusion, the presented 3-D tracking technique opens
p new perspectives for digital holographic microscopy appli-
ations in live cell imaging. One important field of application
s the automated localization, tracking, and shape analysis of
edimenting cells on coated surfaces. Here, the utilization of
igital holographic autofocusing enables the precise identifi-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014018-
cation of the specific time of surface contact and the differen-
tiation between different types of motion with a temporal res-
olution that is mainly restricted by the data acquisition rate of
the applied image recording device �here, 25 Hz�. The results
from the automated tracking of HT-1080 cells in collagen
tissue show that the method can be applied in the field of
�marker-free and thus minimally invasive� dynamic 3-D tu-
mor cell migration analysis �e.g., for the understanding of
metastasis formation�. In addition, it has been demonstrated
that by application of DHM-based 3-D tracking quantitative
imaging of arbitrarily shaped cells in different �3-D tissue
model� layers is enabled, which are not even visible in the
bright-field case. Further application prospects of the method
are opened up for investigations of the dynamics of particles
in viscous flow and the characterization of cell vitality states
in toxicology.

In summary, a method for marker-free automated micro-
scopic digital holographic 3-D tracking without scanning and
mechanical focus realignment was presented. The 3-D posi-
tion of samples was determined subsequently from digital ho-
lograms by numerical autofocusing and evaluation of the
quantitative phase contrast images. The applicability of the
technique was demonstrated by the quantitative analysis of
the sedimentation process of living human RBCs and 3-D
tumor cell migration monitoring in 3-D tissue models. Thus,
new application fields of DHM in particle flow analysis and
quantitative 3-D tumor cell imaging are prospected.
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